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PLUSS CORPORATIONPowerhouse of Products are Revolutionizing the
Heavy Duty Truck and Automotive Industry.

Advancing its mission to lead the Heavy Duty Truck Industry Software Management market,
Pluss Corporation today announced the release of several groundbreaking software products to
enhance PTM (Part-time Manager). By utilizing groundbreaking technology, PLUSS
Corporation has created a powerhouse of software for information technologies, customer
service, and vendor relations.

(PRWEB) May 10, 2002 -- COLUMBIA FALLS,MT, USA -- 8 May, 2002 -- Advancing its mission to lead the
Heavy Duty Truck Industry Software Management market, Pluss Corporation today announced the release of
several groundbreaking software products to enhance PTM (Part-time Manager). By utilizing groundbreaking
technology, PLUSS Corporation has created a powerhouse of software for information technologies, customer
service, and vendor relations.

For the past 20 years, PLUSS Corporation and PTM (Part-time Manager) have been the leaders in Heavy Duty
Industry Software development. Focusing on the needs of their customers, Pluss Corporation continues to
improve their total shop management program.

PLUSS announced today a new line of software products that will revolutionize the heavy duty industry
segment.

PLUSSNET - a secure VPN (Virtual Private Network) for PLUSS clients to share data, do research, and sell
parts.

RS Module - innovative break-through in live transactional Electronic Data Interface (EDI)s geared toward the
automotive industry; a secure Internet connection, view that your customer database is current, consolidate
bookkeeping into one location, see and order an out of stock parts directly from your Point of Sale System, and
have the PO print and bill at the other location for shipping.

The PLUSS Group is a service package that shares inventory data with other PLUSS clients in your area. Never
again lose a sale because of an out of stock item.

SuperCharge Credit card transaction server; integrates into PTM and allows credit card acceptance directly
from PTM. Verify account information instantly through an encrypted Internet connection, or send in batch
transactions at the end of the day.
PTMCOMM - a communications package that allows a PTM user to FAX or e-mail work orders, invoices,
purchase orders, or estimates directly out of PTM. There are several add-ons to PTMCOMM that include an off
site backup service.

PTM and Pluss have also created several EDI solutions for various vendors in the market and are willing to
develop an integrated ordering system to and major vendor. Our current EDI solutions include Hastings,
Melling, Transnet, TRINET, Truck Pride. If you need a communications package to help bridge the gap
between PTM and your vendors, give PLUSS a call today.
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Pluss Corporation is not just a software distributor, but a developer that hears the needs of the customer Â�
asks for their involvement, and works one-on-one to make the customers transition into the most powerful
Management tool on the market a smooth one.

ABOUT PLUSS CORPORATIONAND PTM SOFTWARE

Pluss Corporation is a privately held corporation, incorporated in the state of Montana. It was initially founded
as a partner to PTM Inc., as a move to improve customer service for Part-Time Manager program users. In light
of Pluss Corporation's immediate success with Business Services and the development of new Sales and
Marketing ideas, PTM Inc., made the decision to focus strictly on software development and total computing
solutions. With this decision, PTM Inc., opted to sell the entire products and services side of their company to
Pluss Corporation. PTM Inc., as a seperate entity, can now concentrate solely on developing and designing
software products for current and future generations of Part-Time Manager program users!

PRESS CONTACTS
Suzanne Fyhrie
Pluss Corporation, Inc.
susan@pluss.net
1-406-892-8600

NOTE TO EDITORS
For additional information visit Pluss CorporationÂ�s website (www.pluss.net), or call Pluss CorporationÂ�s
Sales Department at (1-406-892-8600).

For Additional Information, Please Contact:
Kenny Nau
Pluss Corporation, Inc.
http://www.pluss.net
1-406-892-8600
sales@pluss.net
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Contact Information
Suzanne Fyhrie
Pluss Corporation
http://www.pluss.net
800-835-9609

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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